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Royal Conservatoire of Scotland
At the Royal Conservatoire we are creating the
future for performance.
We provide vocational education at the highest
professional level in dance, drama, music, production,
and screen. We offer an extraordinary blend of intensive
tuition, world-class facilities, a full performance
schedule, the space to collaborate across the disciplines,
teaching from renowned staff and industry practitioners,
and unrivalled professional partnerships.
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We have over 900 students from around the world
studying on our specialist undergraduate and
postgraduate degree programmes. Alongside, we offer
evening and weekend classes, short courses, summer
schools, and a programme of continuing professional
development. Our Junior Conservatoire for 7-18 year
olds nurtures young musical talent and we also organise
the Royal Conservatoire Music Centres programme,
bringing music education to over 1000 young people
throughout Scotland.

Total time: 51:53
Produced by Rory Boyle & Heather Nicoll
Recorded by Bob Whitney at the Royal Conservatoire of Scotland

All items are recorded premières
The Woodwind Department of the Royal
Conservatoire of Scotland is always seeking
new musical challenges and has built a strong
relationship with our Composition Department,
in particular with Lecturer in Composition
Rory Boyle. This CD celebrates the creative
collaborations between Rory and the current
students, recent graduates and staff of the
Woodwind Department.

A feature in all of these works is that Rory has
sought not only to challenge the performers
technically, but also to explore the rarely
exploited beauty and quirks of each woodwind
instrument’s unique voice and how they interact
together. The result is this enthralling wind
‘chatter’.
Heather Nicoll,
Head of Woodwind
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Our partners include the BBC, Scottish Ballet, Scottish
Opera, the National Theatre of Scotland, the Royal
Scottish National Orchestra, Celtic Connections,
Shakespeare’s Globe, Playwrights’ Studio, Scotland and
Classic FM, amongst others.
We are one of the most prolific performance producers
in Scotland. We create around 600 music, drama, dance,
and film events every year featuring our students, staff,
and world-leading artists, in our own and external
professional venues, including the Theatre Royal,
Glasgow, Festival Theatre Edinburgh, Glasgow Royal
Concert Halls, Edinburgh Festival Fringe, Eden Court
Inverness, Horsecross Perth, Shakespeare’s Globe, the
Traverse, and the Tron.

(Lord Lundy), Nicholas Daniel (Sorella and Four
Ways to Play Reels), Mark O’Keeffe (Ceremony
After A Fire Raid) and David Hubbard (That
Blessed Wood). He has collaborated with
several writers including Vikram Seth (Eight
Beastly Tales), Richard Stilgoe (Mine Host),
and Dilys Rose (Kaspar Hauser and The Fires
of Bride).
His work in the educational sphere includes
four operas for children, and in 1998 the
National Youth Orchestra of Scotland’s
tour programme included his Capriccio,
which was performed at venues including
the Concertgebouw, Amsterdam and the
London Proms. In the Proms programme the
conductor Nicholas Cleobury wrote “While
Boyle’s Scottish roots are never far away, his
music has a strong, mainstream European,
Stravinsky-based rigour, with its own brand of
virile, challenging, but always comprehensible
counterpoint, dissonance which is hard-fought
yet never gratuitous, an unsentimental lyricism
and unerring sense of architecture”.
In 2006 he won a Creative Scotland Award to
enable him to write an opera with a libretto by
the writer and poet Dilys Rose on the subject
of the nineteenth century feral child, Kaspar
Hauser. The opera (Kaspar Hauser, Child of
Europe) was performed to critical acclaim in
Glasgow in March 2010 and, later that year,
won for Boyle a British Composer Award in
the Stage Works category at the annual BASCA
ceremony in London. In April 2012 a second
production in association with the Hochschule
für Musik Nürnberg received performances in

Nuremberg, Augsburg, as well as Glasgow and
Edinburgh.
His music is performed and broadcast widely
both in the UK and abroad. He lives in Ayrshire
and divides his time between composing and
teaching at the RCS. In 2013 Rory was made
a Professor of the Royal Conservatoire of
Scotland.

Fl(ut)ing, for flute quartet
Flutes en Route
Yvonne Paterson, Lee Holland flute
Sarah Hayes alto flute
Jo Ashcroft bass flute
The music in this short piece reflects the
various words and abbreviations which
can be drawn from the title. The orchestral
abbreviation (Fl) and the complete word
“Fluting” represent the basic act of playing the
instrument although the latter also suggests
the decoration on, for instance, a glass (in the
central slower section). “Ut” is the old syllable
for the note C or doh (the tonal centre of this
piece), whilst the outer energetic passages of
the music owe their allegiance to the word
“Fling”. By the way “ing” is the Hungarian word
for a shirt: this has absolutely nothing to do
with the music but its discovery was utterly
satisfying. Fl(ut)ing was commissioned by Flutes
en Route and premiered by them in 2008.

Burble, for solo B flat clarinet
Fraser Langton clarinet

Burble was commissioned by, and written for
the young clarinettist Fraser Langton whilst
he was doing his Master’s degree at the RCS,
and premiered by him in Cardiff in January
2012. Two possible definitions of the word
burble are a gurgling or bubbling sound and a
rapid excited flow of speech both of which are
portrayed in the music in various ways. One of

several extended techniques employed in the
piece is the use of alternative fingerings, which I
first used in my bassoon concerto That Blessed
Wood, but which are explored here more fully,
covering the tonal and colouristic possibilities
across the full range of the clarinet thanks to
a comprehensive list researched by Fraser
Langton. Extreme leaps and rapid figurations
using a variety of articulations also feature
extensively in the piece which falls into three
main sections.

Burble was nominated in the Solo/Duo category
of the 2012 British Composer Awards.

Intermezzo, for bassoon and piano
David Hubbard bassoon
Scott Mitchell piano
This Intermezzo is an arrangement of the
central section of my bassoon concerto (That
Blessed Wood) premiered in April 2011 by David
Hubbard (Principal Bassoon, Royal Scottish
National Orchestra and RCS staff member) with
Camerata Scotland conducted by Tecwyn Evans.
The essential character of the music is lyrical
and contemplative although with a strong
rhapsodic element, and the use of alternative
fingering in the bassoon part adds colour. The
Intermezzo is dedicated to David Hubbard
whose remarkable and inspirational playing
enthused my interest in his wonderful
instrument and for whom the original concerto
was written.

Reed Talk, for two B flat clarinets

Elegy, for oboe and string quartet

A Box of Chatter, for wind quartet

RORY BOYLE

Fraser Langton, Calum Robertson clarinets

George Talmaciu oboe

Written in December 2010 for the clarinettists
Fraser Langton and Calum Robertson, this piece
is a study for two equal instruments. I have no
idea what they are talking about but the music
is at times playful, rude, cheeky, harsh, wistful
and lamenting, often with a strong rhythmic
drive and sometimes with a little humour. The
first performance took place at the RCS in May
2011 as part of Plug, the annual contemporary
music festival.

Aurea String Quartet
Gongbo Jiang, Wen Wang violin
Hua Zhong viola
Robert Anderson cello
Rory Boyle conductor
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The Scottish composer Rory Boyle was born
in Ayr and received his earliest musical
education as a chorister at St George’s
Chapel, Windsor. He studied composition
with Dr Frank Spedding at the Royal Scottish
Academy of Music and Drama (RSAMD now
Royal Conservatoire of Scotland) as well as
piano, clarinet, organ and conducting. A Caird
Travelling Scholarship enabled him to continue
his studies with Lennox Berkeley in London.

Touch, for solo flute
Yvonne Paterson flute
The title is used here as a literal translation
of the Italian word “toccare” from which the
musical term toccata is derived. Not only is
the piece predominantly one which displays
manual dexterity as well as exploring some
advanced techniques, but also the various
musical ideas are constantly touched on.
The piece was written for, and is dedicated
to, the Scottish flautist Yvonne Paterson who
premiered the work at the Plug festival in 2009.

This short Elegy is an arrangement of music
drawn from the opening and closing sections of
my oboe concerto Sorella, written in memory of
my sister in 2002 for the oboist Nicholas Daniel,
who premiered the work with the Scottish
Chamber Orchestra in 2009.

Gossip
The Pub Bore
Whispering Sweet Nothings
Your Call is Important to us

Illuminati Wind Quartet
Katie Punter flute / piccolo / alto flute
Marian Gray oboe / cor anglais
Susannah Hallas clarinet / bass clarinet
Fraser Gordon bassoon

A Box of Chatter was commissioned by the
Illuminati Wind Quartet who gave the first
performance at a lunchtime concert in the
RCS in June 2009. The dictionary definition of
“gossip” includes “idle banter” and “malicious
talk” and both are exploited in the first
movement, whilst in ‘The Pub Bore’ the cor
anglais is the protagonist (with apologies to
all cor anglais players – nothing personal). The
third movement is a very gentle, languid affair
consisting of only six notes with the whole
movement being played pianissimo. The final
movement is self-explanatory as anyone who
has had to suffer making a telephone call to
any company or business will know.

Whilst still a student at the RSAMD he won the
BBC Scottish Composers’ Prize (1971) with his
first orchestral score Variations on a Theme of
Orlando Gibbons. Further important awards
followed including Royal Philharmonic Prizes
for both his Symphony in One Movement (1973)
and Clarinet Concerto (1975), as well as the
Zaiks Prize in the International Competition set
up in memory of Kazimierz Serocki (one of the
leading figures in the Polish avant garde) for
his orchestral score Winter Music which was
premiered in Poland in 1987.
His list of works covers most genres and
he has received commissions from many
societies, festivals and organisations including
the Cheltenham, Three Choirs’, St Albans,
Greenwich and Latvian Contemporary Music
Festivals. He has also written for leading
performers, most notably Evelyn Glennie
(Marimba Concerto), The Fine Arts Brass
Quintet (Giochi di Sospiri and Elegy for
the Black Bitch - nominated for a British
Composers Award in 2005), Michael Chance
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